
Prime Resolution

PrimeSEND
Renowned SEND mediation
provider with a team of
experienced mediators working in
local authorities across the country.

Dedicated to resolving disputes
through a personal, high-quality
service. 

Appealing a Decision
You may have had a letter from the
Local Authority informing you of a
decision that they have made in
relation to an EHCP (Education,
Health and Care Plan) and advising
you to contact a mediation adviser
if you disagree with their decision. 

For an accessible version of the information in this
leaflet, including an audio transcription, please visit
our website at: 
https://prime-send.co.uk/send-mediation

info@prime-send.co.uk

https://prime-send.co.uk

01952 303038
07582 548611

Please get in touch with one of our
friendly mediation advisors using the
contact details below, or through our
website at
https://prime-send.co.uk

Get in Touch

"I would highly recommend Prime
as they were friendly, supportive

and trustworthy. Most importantly
the whole process was clearly
explained and well managed." 

- Parent

https://prime-send.co.uk/


You can either:

Request a mediation
advice certificate and go
straight to tribunal
without attempting
mediation.

Request mediation.
This will not affect your
right to appeal to
tribunal later, but
normally leads to a
quicker resolution.

In certain circumstances
local or independent
disagreement
processes may be more
suitable

 In all cases, the first step in resolving your dispute is our
free advice and information service. There is no charge
for using our mediation service.

Our friendly team of mediation advisors will take the time to listen to your
situation and provide you with the information you need to decide what you
want to do next.

We will give you plenty of opportunity to ask any questions. We will advise
you of any local disagreement resolution processes on offer, and explain to
you what will happen if you decide to mediate. We provide independent
and impartial mediation and disagreement resolution services to help
resolve your dispute with the local authority.

What you decide to do next is your choice.
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What options are available?

Mediation

If you make a decision to mediate we
will inform the Local Authority and
set up the mediation within 30 days.
One of our mediators will then guide
you through the process, making
sure they understand your situation
and needs from the first phone call.

The mediator ensures that everyone
has a chance to speak and to be
understood. Mediators do not tell
anyone what to do, but ensure that
the child's or young person's needs
are the focus of the conversation, so
that a well-informed decision can be
made.

After the meeting you will receive a
formal record of all actions that have
been agreed, together with a
mediation advice certificate. This
means that you can still go to
tribunal if you are not happy with
the outcome of the mediation.

Disagreement Resolution

You may have concerns about the
support for your, or your child's, special
educational needs or disability, but do
not have a formal right of appeal. Your
concerns may involve education,
health, or social care, and relate to the
kind of provision being made, or the
way it is being carried out. 

In these circumstances you can request
disagreement resolution, which is a
similar process to mediation. The main
difference is that the other parties have
to agree to take part and may decide
not to. We would make this request on
your behalf and give you information
about other options available if your
request was refused.

Online Service

Since the original coronavirus
lockdown, it has become apparent that
there are considerable advantages to
online mediations, which have resulted
in this becoming our usual method.
However, in exceptional circumstances
we can arrange mediations in person, if
needed.
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Is free for parents - paid for by the Local Authority.
 

Offers the opportunity for a detailed conversation with a
senior LA Officer, who has the authority to make important

decisions regarding your case.
 

Retains your right to appeal to the SEND Tribunal.
 

Is much quicker than going to tribunal.
 

Your mediator will guide you through the process and
ensure that you are supported during the meeting.

SEND Mediation

Our mediators and mediation training courses are
accredited by The College of Mediators.


